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Auto racing crash videos

We knew we were leaving, we couldn't win. Even if we finished first. We knew it because he said yes, right there in the suppies. The Supps are The Sports Automobile Club of America shortening for additional rules that are published for each SCCA club-racing event, and in the minds of
officials orchestrating these events, they have the weight of Holy Writing as heavy documents Moses is lured out of Mount Sinai. Among the provisions in supps on Nelson's longest day '08 at Nelson Ledges Road Course in eastern Ohio, he said, a maximum of six drivers. Right there in
black and white. The C/D command had 10. It should be noted that the presence of 10 drivers is not remotely profitable. Most 24-hour teams have no more than four, and drivers make double shifts, which saves time in pits - don't fuss with belts and radio hooks while changing drivers.
However, we had 10 guys that we wanted to put into action, and the chief steward made it clear that we could forget about the big one-and by the way, a surprisingly ugly-trophy winner if we accidentally complete more laps than anyone else. It's right there in the soups, he said. End of the
debate. Race chairman Anne McHulty designed a deal that allowed us as many drivers as we wanted, provided we didn't try to claim that big trophy. Also, we had a good chance of winning our class - ITE (to improve endurance touring, SCCA catchall) slash M (for media)- as we were the
only RECORD of ITE/M. But you probably wonder why we needed 10 drivers. The idea grew out of the suggestion of our friend Bill Adam, an ex-racer and one-time television racing commentator. Wouldn't it be great to do a 24-hour race using 24 drivers, new every hour? Okay, it was a little
over the top. But why not field an all-staff team with as many drivers as we could qualify? After all, this magazine has a long history of riders carrying cards on their staff - more than any other, and being able to take a car to its absolute limits is essential to making valid observations about
vehicle dynamics. How's that to justify racing? Getting 10 guys licensed is consumed most of the summer. We had three of those who regularly ran and another, el-jeff, whose SCCA ticket was a couple of years out of date, but it could be renewed with a small grove. That left six rookies.
Everyone has seen action in Juncker's LeMons enduro, where flaunting other cars is not an issue. Unkind! On the other hand, everyone was graduates of the Skip Barber School of Racing, which was good. The two, in fact, came directly from skippy's three-day school in Road America,
where they studied apex clipping and late braking at Mazda Miatas, which was ideal. Two recent grads - Eric Johnson and John Yanka, members of our website crew - drove well and were left with no problems that couldn't be said for some other newcomers. Or, for that matter, for one of
the veterans. As with armed hostilities, the idea was to give our troops some combat experience in a relatively light light cars entered on a 1.2-mile track. How hard can it be? At the end, the troops and the car will appear unharmed. The plan worked well for our 10 drivers—with no injuries
other than pride. We would like to say the same for the car. The car was a 2007 Mazda MX-5 Miata, created for specifications that govern the MX-5 Cup pro racing series. This is a fairly serious level of training, which reduces the weight to 2,400 pounds and ups of horsepower to 200: brush
interior, roll cage, reel remote-reservoir adjustable shocks, open exhaust gases, competitive brakes. Most of the prep was performed by Texas MER (Motorsports Enterprises Racing), a successful MX-5 Cup store. We installed springs (Eibach) and dampers (Sachs) in our own garage. The
car belonged to Mazda's public affairs department, which planned to make it available to other journalists. And after some rehabilitation after Nelson, he reappeared, at NASA's 25-hour Thunderhill. The 24-hour race requires a lot of rubber, and Hankook has supported our efforts by the
generous supply of Ventus Z214 DOT racing tyres. We were satisfied with the grip and durability. Nelson's surface is an abrasive and modest amplifier in our setup program—an easy processing trait for the long race—that created the most wear and tear on the left front. But that changed
when the setup was changed, midway through the race. Exec ed Gillies dismantled the Handle Hankook and MER prep into third place on the grid in qualifying, within 0.2 seconds of the front row. And aside from miscalculating fuel consumption by one lap at the opening stint - your humble
narrator ran dry less than a mile from a planned stop that cost us about nine laps - we circulated without any real hiccups until about 9:30.m p.m.. At that point, our prospects have changed considerably as you'll see. However, we have not been listed last on the final results; there were four
teams whose fortunes were even worse than ours. And we actually won our class. Separate reports followed. – Tony Swan Was nervous, agitated and afraid, I stuffed myself into a tiny MX-5 cab at about 3:45 p.m..m. The crew finished installing fresh Hankooks on all four corners, and I
zoomed in with the pits. I immediately started talking to myself like a crazy guy at the bus station: Brake. Turn it on. Apex. Hunt down. But on turn three, the back end comes around. I forgot --- cold tyres! It wasn't a $500 LeMons beater race, it was the real deal and my team was counting on
me. Resuming my track after the first few laps, I kept running 1:22 as my first big test approached: slow traffic. It was the newest and most nerve-racking element of racing in my head. Of course, having just attended the three-day Skip Barber School, I had a decent amount of MX-5 seat
time, but there is no experience of passing other cars. I remembered Swan telling us how a wise grandfather would never go outside, so I held on to Carousel's exit and turn 13 as the best Zone. An hour later I was with excitement when my stunt ended. I managed to find 1:20s and knew I
could go faster. I had a crew early in the morning and was napping when word came that Colwell had gone in turn alone. He was fine, but the MX-5 wasn't there. Confidence in everything and mine was shot dead after I spun Miata three times during two practical ascensions. Before my race
appeared, I told myself to stop worrying about being as fast as Fanyo—after all, I was a novice—and just piling up circles and taking the car into Colwell's hands. About 5.m., I got stuck in the car, belted and jumped out onto the track. It was horrible. I was as slow as a dead horse in the
Kentucky Derby. I had to quickly, if only to save my own sense of self-worth. I immediately went back to my Skip Barber training and started taking what instructors called little bites from each circle. 12 years? Go three feet deeper into the braking area every time until hitting the brakes felt
like a matter of life or death. Carousel? Try the new line on each lap until I saw my exit rate increase. I would gradually adjust my technique in every corner and, accordingly, an inch closer to respectability. I got faster. Not just a little faster, or- five and even six seconds faster. My confidence
came back, and so was the speed. I felt fantastic and I couldn't wait for my second shift set for 9 the next morning. But this stan never came. Like Ronald Reagan's shot, the accident is a piece of film that endlessly recreates itself in my head. Through wet, sticky darkness, I chase two red
BMW taillights around a long freeway on Nelson ÂCarousel's ramp. He knocks on the brakes. I reflexively answer my own. Instantly I ride on wet grass. First sideways, then back, down the embankment and along some trees, beveled grass, leaves, twigs and mud lumps draining through
headlight beams. White-hot Flash Pulmonary Emptying Bang! I'm sure my helmet hit the roof, but otherwise, there's no pain. Quealing in my waistband, the adrenaline roaring in my ears, I feel a sudden duty to the radio pit. I rolled the car! It's over! I'm sorry! (in 200 per ---! (in 200 per ---! F--
-! Final transmission. But that's not all. After worms and rescue, I watch the ass over the teaÂkettle MX-5 be a vertically efficient Nelson crew. Paramedics take me to examine my students. They ask me what happened. Pilot error, I tell them. The FAA's official terminology is a controlled
flight on the terrain. Ten minutes of postcrash, my heart still throttling to 140 beats per minute. Otherwise I'm within specification, so they brazenly release me. I walk out of the medical tent just as the Mazda is dragged into the paddock, the rear bumper peeling back like a half-shed skin
python. A giggling crowd forms. I pray that soda straw will go up from the underworld and suck me up. The car miraculously unharmed. hard countertop whole and almost non-sewing. Before I can break out of my skunky driver costume, someone is someone boxes of tools and adhesive
lights and generator with gas power supply. No chin, no lingering planning, just a sudden blur of a dozen bodies around the car and glitter and a snub of silver keys at the end of the box. Spontaneous teams disintegrate to address critical moments: two bent links in the impact rear
suspension, tree-wrapped passenger doors, cracked windshields that need to be touched, and flattened driving lights. I'm busy changing the front brake pads and rotors. Around me, people keep floodlights useful, noodle solutions, disasters to grab tools for each other, laughing together. At
one point, I spotted boss-husband Sir's legs among several couples sticking out from under a bent rear suspension. Two hours later, the car drops down on fresh Hankooks. Full four-wheel alignment ends in another hour, with MX-5 engines on pit road around midnight to cheers from other
teams. In my eight years working for a car and a driver, I've never been proud to call this sweaty, bloodied many of my colleagues. That feeling is almost worth rolling a race car for. The bad news about tipping travels fast. About half an hour after the car comes out of the weeds, there's a
voicemail from Mazda PR man Jeremy Barnes, a guy who foolishly thought putting 10 of us in one of his cars for 24 hours was a good idea. The voice says: This is J.K. Rowling. I sit at home having dinner with my beautiful wife and I get a text telling me you've rolled my good shiny race
car. But Barnes was quite kind about the incident. Because of my supposed racing experience, we decide that the first person in the car after repairing it will be me. I do on my lap and knees and, amazingly, the car seems to be working fine. The new auxiliary lights don't hit a little bit, so I
get the left light adjustable but do nothing with the other. The result is that I spend an hour and 10 minutes unable to see the tops of turns one and two and Kink, all of which are fast and require little more than blind hope as you turn on. Of course, we are so far behind that pitching to get the
lights adjustable wouldn't matter; Once you're there and race, only horrible extraordinary guarantees of your arrival. I'm down in the 1:18 range almost immediately. Whatever Colwell and Coeur did with alignment, it worked because the inherent car push disappeared and it's beautifully
balanced. Raise the gas in the middlecoorner, and the tail will flicker, but quite controlled. Our tyre wear becomes more consistent and lap time drops in 1:17s. The MX-5 is a great little race car. It is communicative, gently processes and has decent power. Driving at night is very satisfying if
another car doesn't get close behind, in which case your headlights drown them. The room was quite big and comfortable. One of enduro's problems is that the guy you trusted the car is replaced by another driver, which can be absolutely witty. So you go sailing inside said car on turn three,
expecting to be given a seat only to end up diving on the grass in avoidance as you get full on the chopping. Averaging less than one race a year since 1988 and nothing since the 25-hour Thunderhill of 2006, I felt old when I arrived at our Nelson Hole bubbling with young racing diva.
Although I've ridden seven previous 24-hour races on this country track, the last one was 13 years ago and I've lost granular knowledge telling the driver exactly where to brake, turn on, apex, and get back on the gas. Besides reaching my mid-50s with my fingers and fingers intact, my
enthusiastic juices were diluted by a strong desire to maintain 20-digit functionality. So I knew my first session was going to be slow. But even coming back when I was driving half a dozen races a year, I never sparkle during practice or qualifying. My quick switch doesn't flip until the green
flag falls. Of course, when I got attached to my only session---in the dark-I was scabced and began looking for speed in my time-tested primitive fashion. I waited for a little faster car to get past me and then planted myself on my tail—convincing myself I could go through the corner at the
same speed he could—until I comfortably matched his pace. Then I would go through and repeat the process when a little faster the car was passing by me. It took a little longer than it did before, but midway through the session, my times wobbled in my teens and I didn't put the wheel
wrong. Perhaps I will go racing more often again. For those who have never rode a racetrack after dark, the dark disorients and confuses, especially if you wake up all night drinking outdated coffee. At about two .m., I belted in Miata and started the circle, somehow within half a second of
my daylight. My wonderful driving talent brought with him the engine of every tragedy: hubris. My confidence was pointlessly buyala, I tried a risky and aggressive pass about half an hour into the session. When I tried to overtake the Phar Lap Racing BMW 325i on the inside of turn three,
the BMW started edged towards me. I pulled up ever so slightly to give it a corner, but when I did, the back end of the Mazda started lustful weights. On the second weight he knocked the BMW hard enough to send it bordering the track and into the tyre wall. I collected Miata and pulled into
the pits with a restilated rear wing and a large rub of tyres. About 10 minutes of scoring got the wing off the tyre and we got back on track, wiser and more modest. At the end of my first stint race, I think I could have gone another 20 laps without much trouble. The moment I get out of the car,
I realize I'm wrong. I'm light-heavyweight and feel completely exhausted as if I've just completed a hard workout in the last hour and a half. Which, thinking about it, is what I did. Trick: For most of Gilly's changes, I hear radio, how much the car is overexersive. I got the impression that it's
about as stable as a shopping trolley on the strip. So my first lapses, in the pre-show of darkness, are very cautious and slow. When I warm to the car, it slowly reaches me that the installation is, in fact, perfect. In 10 laps, I beat my best time of the first stint and keep becoming faster. It's
easy to do 1:19 laps and I cracked in 1:18s knowing I left some time on the track. It's extremely nice. Driving an apartment at night wasn't something that sounded particularly wise or enjoyable - until I tried it. It's a very different driving experience: most landmarks disappear, making adapting
to the reflector almost like exploring a new track. There were definitely a few scary moments when I was working on keeping my right foot planted across the Kink, but I think the mixture of fear and madness is why it was so satisfying to get it right in the dark. In fact, my fastest time [fastest
for the team and second fastest overall-Ed], happened around 4:30 .m. Anyone who thinks racing is not a sport should bolt themselves into a race car within an hour of hot clapping. Even driving at night, when it was pretty cool, I sweated profusely and completely soaked. However, I didn't
feel overheated during my 75-minute stint, and in fact, when I was eating into pits for fuel, I felt as if I could do it because of another shift. Then the adrenaline wears off, at which point my muscles froze and I could barely move. Over the next few hours walking the agony, and climbing the
stairs was almost impossible. Is that what ageing feels like? I felt as if I was aged a year for each of my 55 laps. Regardless, I got hooked on racing at night. All I wanted to do was get through my first real race without making any dumb decisions that led to the DNF. I went through my first
stint unscathed, actually driving well. Or so I was told by veterans. Our car survived the night and my second stint started well around 8 .m. On my lap I caught a 3-series - the same BMW Quiroga traded paint. I spent little more than a lap behind it and knew if I was going to get around it, I
would need time it right because the MX-5 was just barely faster in a straight line. I was on the inside, coming up on the front straight, the BMW in front. But for some reason the driver decided to cut down on the track and wave me outside. I knew it was a bad idea. Approaching Turn One, I
didn't think I got all the way from the BMW. To avoid any midcorner contact, I tried to go a little wide through the turn. But there was no grip on the outside and the car drifted towards the grass. I was so close to collecting it. But I've officially run out of talent. There was about 50 feet of rosy
grass between me and the wall of tires. Time stood still. My thoughts went something like this: How am I going to explain it? Maybe these tires are soft? Don't roll it! Will the brakes do anything? What about the steering wheel? Are my belts tight? This is just my fourth --- lap! It may not be too
bad. Wrong. It's going to be bad. Reality is set to travel back to the paddock in tow. Feeling like being on your way to public thinning is where you'll be a target. A crowd gathered, and everyone tried differently to make me feel better. None of this worked—even the comforting story of how he
destroyed a Corvette under yellow with an angry Paul Tracy waiting for him in the pits. The only jerk is smiling Robinson. Everyone suddenly forgot that he would put the car on its roof just a few hours early. This content is created and supported by a third party and imported into this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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